A practical demonstration of improved technique factors in paediatric fluoroscopy.
Dose incurred with fluoroscopic procedures accounts for a significant proportion of medically induced diagnostic exposure. Children are particularly vulnerable and it is therefore important to minimize exposure where practicable. A recent theoretical study has highlighted the potential for X-ray equipment to produce significant dose savings during paediatric fluoroscopy without incurring loss of diagnostic image quality. This is achieved by hardening the beam with additional copper (Cu) filtration (approximately 0.2 mm Cu) and biasing exposure factors towards low tube potential, high tube current output. In practice, this method will have limited applicability because the high powered and programmable generator characteristics required are not commonly available in installations used for paediatric imaging. However, we describe a simple experiment in which our clinical equipment was modified to approximate desired low dose performance by altering the filtration and automatic exposure control characteristics of ordinary clinical equipment in the Sheffield Children's Hospital. This enabled us to obtain significant savings in dose. We performed a comparative study (normal dose vs low dose) using water phantoms to simulate patient attenuation in the age range 0-15 years. The Leeds N2 contrast sensitivity phantom was used to provide a measure of image quality. Dosimetric measurements recorded up to 40% reduction in dose rate with only marginal loss of image quality when 0.1-0.2 mm Cu filtration was used with the modified settings. This is a strong indication that significant dose reduction is achievable on routine clinical equipment without compromising image quality. Such simple and cost effective methods of dose reduction should be considered for wider implementation.